Power of Scopus

Not just Scopus.com

Scopus can be accessed in three ways depending on your specific needs. Scopus.com allows you to easily search, discover and analyze the entire Scopus database. The Scopus APIs, included in your subscription to Scopus at no additional charge, allow you to integrate Scopus data into your own systems. For other applications, Scopus Custom Data delivers to you specific datasets to conduct your own internal corporate research, perform research assessments, or bibliometric analysis. How would you like your Scopus?

Scopus.com

Search
Finding the right result is the essential first step to uncovering trends, discovering sources and collaborators, and building further insights.

Discover
Scopus includes features to help you uncover and track important trends, field experts, key sources and impactful or related research.

Analyze
Scopus features analytical tools to help you better understand and gain important insights into the data you are viewing.

Custom Data

Scopus Custom Data allows you to acquire specified datasets from Scopus in a rich and structured XML format so that you can conduct your own bibliometric analysis, create an in-house database, showcase your publication output and more.

70M+ records
22,000+ titles
5,000+ publishers

APIs

Elsevier's API program allows you to integrate content and data from Scopus into your own website and applications.

API Request

Data sent to website
Bulk data pulled for reports/analysis
Search for and return documents in an Institutional Repository

Anyone can obtain an API Key and use the APIs free of charge, provided that our policies for using APIs and the data are honored. Full Scopus APIs access is only granted to customers with Scopus subscription.

APIs Available for Scopus

A variety of APIs for Scopus are available:

1. Scopus Search API
2. Author Search API
3. Affiliation Search API
4. Author Retrieval API
5. Affiliation Retrieval API
6. Abstract Retrieval API
7. Serial Title API
8. Citation Overview API
9. Abstract Citation Count API

Scopus data is trusted for research assessment and evaluation purposes by 4,500+ universities and 150+ leading research organizations worldwide